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To all, whon, it naily concern 
Beit known that I, FRANCIS M. BRINCKER 

HOFF, of Matteawan, Dutchess county, State 
of New York, have invented an Improved Cir 

5 cuit-Controlling Apparatus, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is an elevation of my apparatus 
applied to a railway for closing a circuit by the 

Io passage of a train. Fig. 2 is an elevation of 
a portion of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a plan, partly in section, on line 33. 
Fig. 4 is a plan, on a larger scale, of the por 
tion of the apparatus not shown in Fig. 3. 

I5 Fig. 5 is a perspective view, enlarged for 
clearness, of the parts shown on right of Fig. 2. 
My invention consists in details of con 

struction of a circuit-controlling apparatus 
made up of a switch-jaw and a moving mem 

2O ber actuated through suitable connections by 
the passage of a train. 

In the drawings, A is a lever actuated by 
the pressure of a passing train on rail R in 
the usual Way and carrying the plunger Cl, 

25 which is moved endwise against the force of 
its spring a' when a train passes over rail R. 
and retracted by the force of spring a' after 
the train has passed. Plunger C is connected 
by pin a with friction-arm B. Friction-arm 

3o B is mounted upon stud b', carried by stand 
ard F, and a spring b, surrounding stud b', 
continually presses arm B against friction 
arm D, also mounted upon stud b', thus giv 
ing the two arms a frictional connection. 

35 Screws did, carried by arm D, serve, in con 
nection with standard F, as stops to limit the 
motion of arm D, as may be desired. (See 
Fig. 3.) . . . 

It will be obvious that by means of the fric 
4o tion connection B D excessive movement of 

the actuating mechanism of the circuit-con 
troller is rendered harmless to the mechanism 
of the circuit-controller, as the motion of the 
outer end of friction-arm B upward (the ap 

45 paratus being in the position shown in the 
drawings) will carry with it friction-arm D 
until stop d brings up against standard F, 
and thereafter friction-arm B will move in 
dependently of friction-arm D. Friction-arm 

5o D also carries two other adjustable stops g” 
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an arm g', the end of which projects upward 
between the stops gg, (see Figs. 1 and 3,) 
and fast to the upper end of arm g' is a con 
tact-knife G. A spring g connects arm D 
and arm g’ and tends to keep arm g' pressed 
against stop g’. 
The operation is as follows: When arm B 

is moved upward by the passage of a train, 
arm D moves with it by reason of the fric 
tional contact of the two arms. Arm g’ being 
in contact with stop g under pressure of 
spring g the movement of arm D, which car 
ries stop g, forces arm g' to the right (see 
Fig. 1) until knife. G, fast to the upper end 
of arm g', is forced between the jaws of the 
switch-jaw g, which are supported by pins 
ff' in bar f, the two members of the jaw 
being kept closely connected by a spring f* 
upon pin f'. It will be obvious that resist 
ance to the entrance of knife G between jaws 
g and its exit therefrom will be more or less 
great, according to the pressure exerted by 
spring f', and the relative strength of springs 
f* and g is a matter of practical importance 
in the construction of my controller. When 
the outer end of arm B makes its downward 
stroke under the influence of spring Ci', arm 
D will be returned to its normal position. With 
stop d" against standard F, arm B completing 
its back stroke after armD is arrested by its 
stop d" if the upward stroke of arm B was in 
excess of the motion to which arm D is lim 
ited by its stops; but arm g' not being fast 
to arm D, but independently mounted upon 
stud b', will not move with arm D, for the 
friction of knife Ginjawsg, which are pressed 
together by springf, (see Fig. 4.) is sufficient 
to prevent arm -g' from moving under the 
thrust of spring g. until stop g strikes arm 
g' and compels arm g' and knife G, fast to 
arm g', to move. As soon as knife Gis forced 
out of jaws g by stop g spring g is left free 
to act and throws armg' over against stop g, 
thus preventing an arc between knife G and 95 
jaws g. The parts B, D, and glare all loosely 
mounted upon the stud b'. 
What I claim as my invention is 
1. A circuit-controlling apparatus consist 

ing of a standard F; a stud b'projecting from Ioo 
that standard; an arm D loosely mounted 
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g. Mounted at the outer end of stud b' is upon that stud and controlling arm g' that 
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armg carrying a knife G, andloosely mounted 
upon stud b' spring g connecting arm.D and 
arm g' jaws.g., fast to standard F and means 
to actuate arm D, all organized and operating 
as described. 

2. In a knife-switch the jaws; a post at one 
end, sustaining the jaws; a guide-post for the 
jaws; and a spring, as f, tending to press the 
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jaws together, and cause them to press upon 
the knife; all combined substantially as de- Io 
scribed. 
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